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Want More Insights into 
Student Affiliates Chapters?
Read the compilation of ACS Student Affiliates columns written by
freelance writer Rachel Smolkin for Chemistry.

Interesting Web Sites
This issue of in Chemistry is focused on chapters. These organizations
have resources that may benefit Student Affiliates chapters.

n www.chemistry.org/education/saprogram.html
The ACS Student Affiliates homepage links to chapter and faculty
advisor resources, SAACS chapter homepages, and past and pres-
ent issues of in Chemistry.

n www.flinnsci.com
Visit the Flinn Scientific web pages for demonstration/Mole Day
celebration ideas, freebies, and safety information.

n www.idealist.org
This site has an extensive directory of non-profit and volunteering
resources and organizations.

Graduate School Web Links
Considering graduate school? Then check out these Web links:

University of Nebraska-Lincoln: http://chem.unl.edu/index.shtml
University of Texas at San Antonio: http://utsa.edu/chem/index.htm
Temple University: http://www.chem.temple.edu
SUNY, College of Environmental Science & Forestry:
http://www.esf.edu/chemistry
University of Tennessee: http://www.chem.utk.edu
University of Cincinnati: http://www.che.uc.edu
University of San Francisco: http://www.usfca.edu/mschemistry
Oklahoma State University: http://www.chem.okstate.edu
Wayne State University: http://www.chem.wayne.edu
University of Central Florida: http://www.cas.ucf.edu/
chemistry/index.php
McMaster University: http://www.chemistry.mcmaster.ca/graduate
Florida Atlantic University: http://www.science.fau.edu/chemistry
Indiana University, School of Informatics:
http://www.informatics.indiana.edu/
University of New Orleans: http://www.chem.uno.edu
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Linking Now to the Future
BY BRYAN BALAZS

Mark Twain once said, “When I
was a boy of fourteen, my father
was so ignorant I could hardly

stand to have the old man around. But
when I got to be twenty-one, I was
astonished at how much the old man
had learned in seven years.” Like Mark
Twain, we’ve all begun to realize how
much can change within a short period
of time.

To take Twain’s point a little further, it
seems that some of life’s most profound
changes come about as we develop per-
sonally and professionally. Pursuing a
degree and facing the challenges of an
intense chemistry curriculum have
undoubtedly given you new perspectives
and an appreciation of the wisdom and
experiences of others.

Yet significant changes are also occur-
ring in the world around us. Think back
to when you were 14 years old, and see
if you can recall any mention of 24/7,
wikis, podcasting, heightened airport
security instructions, being ‘cast off the
island,’ YouTube, and so on. We are cer-
tainly living in interesting times, where
change is a given and occurs at an accel-
erating rate.

In this global environment of change,
what things provide stability? Well, peo-
ple, actually. More specifically, your
good friends and peers. This is where
Student Affiliates chapters enter into the
picture. Over the past few years, I’ve
interacted with Student Affiliates and
surfed their chapter websites (there are

well over 100), and what I see are
engaged students who are enthusiastic
about chemistry and the opportunities to
learn from their peers and their teachers.
Just Google “Student Affiliates” and fol-
low the links to all of the events that
your fellow chemists have organized and
participated in: Kids & Chemistry,
National Chemistry Week, science bowls,
national and regional meetings, and
grant-funded activities (some of which
are highlighted in this issue). In all of
these instances, future leaders are learn-
ing from each other, developing skills,
educating the public on the purpose and
value of chemistry, and last but not least,
having fun!

So what’s special about this stage of
your life … and why does it matter?
Well, you are uniquely positioned to be
able to be a bridge between those
younger than you (who perhaps are
interested in science but not sure exactly
how to proceed), and those who have
graduated with a degree in chemistry and
are off and running in the first stages of
their careers. You probably have connec-
tions and perspectives with both age
groups, and that’s an enormous advan-
tage that you can use throughout your
life to connect with different groups of
individuals.

I’ve seen firsthand the value that the
Student Affiliates program provides to
individual students, to the Student
Affiliates chapters, and to the chemistry
community as a whole. If you ‘double-
click’ on this concept, you’ll see that
involvement in Student Affiliates is an
easy introduction to career networking,
providing increasingly valuable personal
connections in a world where employers
have access to information on just about
everyone, making it hard for anyone to
stand out from the rest.

Involvement in Student Affiliates also
provides skills which I can guarantee will
be needed in your career: working with
volunteers, building consensus, and effec-
tive communications, to name a few.

The potential benefits aren’t only relat-
ed to your development of career-related
interpersonal skills; the Student Affiliates
program also offers you opportunities to
advance your chemical knowledge at
local, regional, and national meetings.
Finally, getting tied into your local
Student Affiliates chapter, and hopefully
an ACS local section, is a good way to
‘test drive’ ACS and gauge how it can
help you now and later in your career.

Joining your peers and other ACS
members at the ACS national meeting in
Boston this coming August is another
way of experiencing what ACS has to
offer. A schedule for the Undergraduatte
Program is on page 18 (for more infor-
mation, e-mail saprogram@acs.org or visit
www.chemistry.org/education/sapro-
gram.html). I hope to see you there and
to hear about your Student Affiliates
interactions and your future aspirations in
this ever-changing, exciting world! iC
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BRYAN BALAZS is 2007 chair of the Society
Committee on Education, a councilor for the ACS
California Section, and deputy program leader at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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Q What is the most unique
activity your chapter 
sponsors?

A Our chapter attends ACS national
meetings each year, as well as vari-
ous other community service activi-
ties like working at the local recy-
cling center, volunteering for Adopt-
A-Highway, and participating in
Safe-Ride, a local taxi service.

Q What is your most popular
chapter activity? 

A We have guest speakers at our bi-
monthly meetings, which attracts
interested students and faculty
members as well.

Q Has your chapter presented
research findings and/or
chapter activities at a poster
session? 

A Yes, we have presented research/
informative posters at the spring
ACS national meeting for the past
four years. The first year, only one
poster was presented; since then
we have had three each year.

Q Does your chapter have a
web page? If so, how did you
go about developing it? 

A Yes, we utilize free Web page 
services to create and maintain
our SAACS chapter website.

Q What methods of communi-
cation are used to inform
chapter members of chapter
activities?

A We communicate with our mem-
bers through personal e-mail,
phone, our website, flyers on our
bulletin boards, and at our 
meetings.

S A A C S c h a p t e r s p o t l i g h t

Q What is your most successful
fundraiser to date?

A Our most successful fundraiser
has been selling the ACS Study
Guides to general chemistry stu-
dents.

Q How much money does your
chapter normally gross as a
result of fundraising? 

A Our chapter raises approximately
$2,000 per year as a result of our
fundraising events.

Faculty Advisor
Pasquale DiRaddo,

6 years

Q Why/how did you become a
faculty advisor?

A I am the founding advisor for the
chapter. Being in this position, I
have had an opportunity for
greater involvement with students
in activities outside the class-
room.

Q What is your role as a 
faculty advisor?

A My role is to facilitate student
interactions and event planning,
maintain the chapter’s spirit,
encourage attendance at meet-
ings (including ACS national
meeting in the spring), suggest
possible activities, and guide
them in writing the annual year-
end reports.

Q What challenges have you
faced in your position?

A Maintaining constant or even
higher membership numbers is a
constant challenge. Resolving ide-
ological and personal conflicts
among board members is another.

Q What advice can you offer
those new to the advisor
position?

A Treat student members with
respect, don’t belittle, and don’t
take a casual interest. Be genuine.
Afford students a unique social-
academic milieu to allow them to
work together. Remember to
make chemistry fun. Go out on
field trips together, especially to
conferences. Have an annual
social gathering at your home.
Laugh together.

Ferris State University
Big Rapids, MI

Chapter president: Emmanuela
Ohaeri

Number of chapter members: 80
Number of ACS Student Affiliates:

12
Institution environment/

composition: Mid-size, public,
rural, minority serving, 4-year
institution

Q What is your most successful
recruiting event/method?

A Our most successful method is
providing food at our first meet-
ing. We also advertise around
campus to encourage students to
attend and learn more about our
chapter.

Q What are some of the inter-
esting ways your chapter
recruits its members?

A Our chapter recruits members by
advertising on the online campus
calendar and the campus events
channel, making and posting fly-
ers around campus (especially in
the science buildings), and visiting
chemistry classes to announce our
meeting times.

Q How do you retain members
from year to year?

A We keep their contact information
up-to-date and continue to adver-
tise our meeting times and the var-
ious benefits of being a member.

Q Does your chapter partici-
pate in NCW? What types of
activities do you sponsor?

A Our chapter does participate in
NCW; in the past we have made
various posters/displays promoting
the theme for the year, done
experiments with local middle
school children, and held a Mole
Day Bake sale.
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Always wanted to know what other chapters are doing... but never had 
the opportunity to ask?  SAACS Chapter Spotlight includes questions and
answers designed to inform and inspire chapters, as well as their faculty 
advisors. We encourage you to contact the chapters and advisors below to
find out more!
If your chapter and advisor would like to be featured in the SAACS
Chapter Spotlight, please contact Alicia J. Chambers at 800-227-5558,
ext. 6176 or e-mail a_chambers@acs.org.

DID YOU KNOW?

Ferris State University is a
2005–2006 Green Chemistry SAACS Chapter!
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Seattle University
Seattle, WA 

Chapter president: Elizabeth Tyson
Number of chapter members: 28 
Number of ACS Student

Affiliates: 10 
Institution environment/

composition: Small, private,
urban, 4-year institution

Q What is your most success-
ful recruiting event/method?

A We have a liquid nitrogen-ice
cream making party each fall.
This is a great way to get a lot 
of students to come to our intro-
ductory meeting. We also have 
a pumpkin-carving party that is
very popular.

Q What is the most unique
activity your chapter 
sponsors?

A Each year, we visit wineries in the
area to learn about food science
and fermentation chemistry. The
proximity to many wineries is one
of the advantages of living in
Seattle. Our tours include the
chemical processes involved in
winemaking and (for those over
21 years old) winetasting.

Q Has your chapter presented
research findings and/or
chapter activities at a
poster session?

A In the past year, our chapter
members presented over 14
posters and seminars. In 2006,
we presented at local and 
national ACS meetings, a national
American Association for the

Advancement of Science meeting,
the National Conference on
Undergraduate Research, and the
Murdock Trust Undergraduate
Research Conference. These are
great opportunities to make con-
tacts and learn the national con-
text for our activities.

Q What methods of communi-
cation are used to inform
members of chapter 
activities?

A We communicate almost exclu-
sively by e-mail and flyers posted
around campus. In general, the
student turnout for our activities
is very high.

Q What is your most success-
ful fundraiser to date?

A Our most successful fundraiser
involves purchasing ACS Study
Guides at a discounted rate, and

re-selling them to students
enrolled in general chemistry and
organic chemistry courses, to
enable them to prepare for their
final exams. Typically we make
$200-300 per year this way.

Faculty Advisor
Peter J. Alaimo, 2 years

Q Why/how did you become a
faculty advisor?

A I became faculty advisor because
I wanted to help students engage
in science-related activities that
are not typically discussed in our
curriculum. For example, I want-
ed students to see the connec-
tions between topics such as art
and chemistry, or food and 
chemistry.

Q What is your role as a 
faculty advisor?

A I view my role as twofold: to 
provide structure to help the
group organize its activities, and
to enable the group’s vision. I
want the group to decide for
itself what the activities are, but 
I also want them to know that I
am here for support when they
need me.

Q What challenges have you
faced in your position?

A One of the biggest challenges is
to get students to plan things
enough in advance for the event
to be successful. This is a con-
stant challenge.

Q What has been the most
rewarding aspect of your
service as a faculty advisor?

A One of the most rewarding
aspects is seeing the creativity of
our students and their desire to
use the chapter as a means of
offering service to the Seattle
community. They organize them-
selves to volunteer each quarter
at a local soup kitchen, cooking
and serving food to the homeless
people of Seattle.

Q What advice can you offer
those new to the advisor
position?

A Give students enough freedom to
do the things they enjoy, and it
will be successful. Also, always
remember to bring your camera
to the events; one of the most
popular things about our chapter
is the photo-spread that ends up
posted in the department.

COMMENDABLE

California State University, Chico, Allen Ricks, David B. Ball

Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights, Heather Gulley,
Keith A. Walters and Heather Bullen

HONORABLE MENTION

Armstrong Atlantic State University, Savannah, GA, Kris Gutt and
Beverly Harris, Delana Nivens and Suzanne Carpenter

Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN, Lance Baird,
Carrie Brennan

University of Arkansas at Little Rock, Kristy Kelley, Jerry A.
Darsey and Marian Douglas

Congratulations… ...to the following Student Affiliates chapters, presidents, and
faculty advisors, which were omitted from or included twice in
the list of 2005-2006 Chapter Awards in the
November/December 2006 issue of in Chemistry.
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Leadership and 

BY LINDSEY R. CULLE, BRYAN P. VOS, KATHERINE C. LANIGAN,
AND MATTHEW J. MIO

A
SK ANY STUDENT AFFILIATES CHAPTER MEMBER
or faculty advisor from anywhere in ACS: what is the
greatest challenge your chapter faces year to year? In
response, you are bound to hear about one of two famil-
iar difficulties: leadership continuity and member reten-

tion. Over the last three years, the SAACS chapter at the
University of Detroit Mercy (UDM) has implemented unique
strategies to address these challenges and ensure our chapter’s
success.

Working around the academic calendar
At the beginning of one’s undergraduate career, four upcom-

ing years of instruction in any field can seem quite daunting.
Conversely, when most senior-level students look back on their
earlier undergraduate years, they often remark that the time
passed all too quickly. For SAACS chapter faculty advisors, the
latter perspective is more likely to apply.

With most Student Affiliates officers serving one or two aca-
demic years at maximum, and with the summer months often
meaning a loss of day-to-day communication, the prospect of fill-
ing four or more officer posts every year is easier said than
done. In addition, many SAACS chapters hold elections at the
end of the academic year, giving newly-elected officers little
time to build cohesion.

In answer to these and other leadership challenges of the tra-
ditional academic year, the UDM SAACS chapter decided to
enact two ideas: electing presidents to serve over calendar years
only, and holding an annual planning meeting each August.

Shifting the presidential term
In order to fortify leadership continuity, the UDM SAACS

chapter now chooses a president-elect for the following calendar
year every April. There are both pros and cons to this idea. On
the positive side, the president-elect can observe the current
year’s president over the following autumn term in a kind of
“president-in-training” period. There is more continuity in leader-
ship over the long summer months, and the transition in our

presidency takes place in the middle of the academic year, mini-
mizing the loss of information that often occurs. During this
transition, the outgoing president (or “president emeritus”) can
fully take on the veteran role and slowly wind down his or her
involvement.

One challenge this approach creates is that, in order to fulfill
their obligation of a complete calendar year, president-elect can-
didates can only be from the freshman or sophomore class,
making immediate applicability of this approach in some chap-
ters problematic if members are lacking at these levels. The
other officers that the UDM SAACS chapter elects (two vice
presidents, a secretary, a treasurer, and a public relations manag-
er) are also chosen in April to serve the following academic year.
The UDM SAACS chapter has implemented this president-elect
approach for the past three years with resounding success.

Planning for the academic year
Our chapter has also instituted a mandatory officers’ start-up

meeting in August, prior to the beginning of classes. This gives
all the officers, new and old, the chance to gear up for a new
academic year by setting goals and the program calendar togeth-
er. Topics of discussion have been: Which assessments from last
year need to be wrapped up? Are there any ideas for new

Unique Solutions to
Common Problems

Cultivating

Membership

Members of the UDM SAACS chapter sharing chemistry with the community.
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events this year? Which events from last year should we repeat?
Which events from years past should we resurrect? What are the
main goals we want to achieve this year? How will we assess
our success?

The August meeting, in addition to our short (10-15 minutes)
regular weekly meetings, helps us to keep officers and member-
ship in the know throughout the academic year. As a side note,
we have found that officers-only meetings during the academic
year tend to turn off members, who feel for one reason or
another that their voice is not being heard. Accordingly, all
UDM SAACS chapter meetings are open to all members.

Recruiting committee chairs
In the way of member retention, the UDM SAACS chapter

also employs a creative method for keeping member interest up
and helping everyone get involved. When election time arrives
every April, and membership votes for new officers, other mem-
bers of the chapter volunteer as committee chairs for the next
year. Positions to be filled include representatives/liaisons to
other student organizations (especially those in the sciences),
alumni, events chairs (such as our
college’s annual golf outing, National
Chemistry Week magic shows, Mole
Day, and Girl/Boy Scout merit
badge clinics), green chemistry, histo-
rian, newsletter, recruitment, and
Web page. Over 15 individuals can
head these important committees, so
the delegation of officers’ tasks
becomes much less complex.
Members appreciate their work

being recognized,
and it gives many
committee chairs,
especially fresh-
men, a no-risk
chance to see if
they want to con-
tinue their commit-
ment to ACS.
Many committee
chairs often run for
elected office in
future years, mak-
ing this plan an
ideal leadership
‘proving ground.’

The challenges of leadership continuity and member retention
in SAACS chapters demand unique solutions to these recurring
problems. However, as the SAACS chapter at the University of
Detroit Mercy has shown, creative possibilities exist that can be

applied to chapters large and small. The UDM
SAACS chapter has found that the practices
detailed above increase membership, raise mem-
bers’ morale, and help develop future leaders. There
is no question that these three characteristics can
lead to great chapter success.

LINDSEY R. CULLEN (third from left) is the UDM SAACS
chapter president, BRYAN P. VOS (second from left) is 
president emeritus, and KATHERINE C. LANIGAN and
MATTHEW J. MIO are faculty advisors.

1. Delegate, delegate, delegate! You
can’t do everything … and you have
members eager to help. Members who
feel like they are part of something stick
around.

2. Give them something they can’t get
anywhere else! No offense, but mem-
bers don’t attend meetings and events
because of your sparkling personality.
People join organizations because they
get something special out of it. What,
exactly? Because we’re all part of ACS,
one logical reason is pre-professional
advice and training. There are other pos-
sibilities as well. Does your chapter help
students get to know faculty better?
Perhaps you do more community proj-
ects … or speakers and tours … or all of
these. Find a niche and be thinking con-
stantly of new ways to engage your
members over a four-year cycle. The

importance of this last point is that an
event that was salient four or more years
ago may be ripe for re-implementation;
your audience is all new students.

3. Branch out! Stay in touch with other
student organizations on campus and
keep liaisons with as many as possible.
Try to co-sponsor events (speakers, tours,
etc.) to expose as many students as pos-
sible to your organization.

4. Keep busy! Plan a variety of events
that keep your membership and the
public checking for flyers, announce-
ments, etc. Having at least one event a
month, if not more, compels better com-
munication among all facets of a SAACS
organization.

5. Don’t be afraid to do a social event
just for the PR value! The UDM SAACS
chapter hosts a huge (250 people or
more) hot dog barbeque at the start of

every fall term. There’s no chemistry edu-
cation involved — it’s just shameless
free hot dogs for anyone who walks by.
Of course, they get a chapter flyer that
explains upcoming events, too. The event
is inexpensive but very far-reaching. We
often have a line of 50 people or more
just wondering what the line is for!

6. Ask faculty to give bonus points in
chemistry courses for volunteering!
If you are a faculty member reading this,
we know what you’re thinking: the stu-
dents should want to work with the
SAACS chapter on their own, not be
coaxed into it. This is true. However, for
the small percentage of folks who only
needed to come to their first meeting to
get hooked, one or two bonus points is a
small price to pay. Frankly, we’ve heard
of no better way to get freshmen
involved from the get-go.

Six Tips for Retaining Members

Faculty Advisor Matthew Mio serves current and
prospective members at the UDM SAACS chapter
hot dog barbeque.

iC
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COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT MERCY
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HAVE YOU CONSIDERED BECOMING
involved with an ACS local section? It
could be a worthwhile endeavor. John
Hill, member of the Minnesota Section,

observes, “Students gain from contact with practicing chemists,
starting formation of networks that can lead to internships, grad-
uate assistantships, and jobs in the future. They also gain experi-
ence in making presentations to general audiences.”

To get all of these benefits, however, local section activities
need to be structured in a way that maximizes student involve-
ment and interactions. Students certainly have been welcome at
Minnesota Section meetings, but as we discovered during our
centennial year, there are many other innovative ways to sup-
port and engage undergraduates.

Looking back
In 1906, the Minnesota Section was chartered — 30 years

after the founding of the American Chemical Society. At that
time, Minnesota had only been a state for 48 years; our earliest
settlers were farmers on the fertile plains of southern Minnesota
and timber workers in the vast forests in the north. During the
20th century, a great many changes had occurred in our state
and in the world, both in society and in science. In 2004, the
section began brainstorming how we were going to commemo-
rate the advancements and our 100th anniversary.

Seeking student involvement
How could we actively engage many of our college students,

from all over our section, so that they would become involved
in section activities, especially during this important anniversary?
After all, we want our students to meet chemists in the field,
engage in outreach to the community at large, gain experience
working with other students and faculty, and learn a lot about
chemistry in the process. A major event celebrating our 100th
anniversary would be the perfect opportunity to invite student
chemistry clubs from the chemistry departments at institutions of
higher learning in our section to get actively involved!

Celebrating each decade
The Grande Expo, the premier event for our 100th anniver-

sary, was held at Concordia University in St. Paul during
National Chemistry Week. We invited each college chemistry
club to put together a display illustrating the major social and
political events and major scientific and chemical advancements
of a particular decade in the last century. It took some prodding
on the part of many dedicated faculty to get students to under-
take this project … but in the end, the students did a fantastic
job! The members of each group researched their decade and
created professional-quality posters, dioramas, and simple activi-
ties for attendees who visited their booths. Costumes were

The Impact of a
Centennial
Celebration

BY LYLE C. HALL AND MARILYN D. DUERST

The Impact of a
Centennial
Celebration
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encouraged and prizes were given for “most educational,” “best
represents the decade,” “best costumes,” and “most creative.”
The college students came from as far away as 175 miles north-
west of the Twin Cities, 125 miles south, and western Wisconsin,
which was added to the Minnesota Section in 1964.

It was an inspiration to visit these colorful and educational dis-
plays, set up in convention-style booths, with pipe-and-drape
separating the decades. It was obvious that the students had
enjoyed putting them together, and enjoyed even more their
interaction with both adults and children who attended the
event. Students came dressed in the clothes styles of the differ-
ent decades, and had researched many aspects of scientific and
chemical developments during their assigned decade. Many of
the students were not declared chemistry majors — but they cer-
tainly discovered the excitement of scientific discoveries! Perhaps
they will consider studying more chemistry in the future, or
even major in chemistry. If not, they will certainly have an
appreciation of chemistry and the impact chemistry has had on
society in the past and will continue to have in the future.

Over 500 people attended the Grande Expo, which also
included activities for children, chemistry demo shows, and
many booths from regional industries, government agencies,
museums, and other universities and colleges not represented in
the decades display. Numerous posters from high school and
college students were also among the educational aspects of the

event. Bill Carroll, past president of the
national ACS, in his online blog describing
his visits to various sites for National

Chemistry Week, called the event
“fantastic.”

Sustaining the
impact
The executive committee of

the Minnesota Section could not
help but notice the impact of this

event on the participating students;
as a result, the section has committed
itself to doing more with student groups.
Our local section, like most others, has
struggled for years with ways to involve
students in organizational activities. We
are aware that in order for ACS to main-
tain its vibrancy and relevance, more out-
reach activities need to be planned and
carried out.

In present-day educational institutions,
many students who have an interest in
science are somewhat marginalized by
other students, so there is a need to
have them meet other students who
share their interests. One important
way to realize this goal is to encour-
age students to attend chemistry

meetings, including ACS national meet-
ings. The Minnesota Section recently
approved spending $2,000 per year on

national meeting travel stipends for students from four institu-
tions in the section offering chemistry majors. There are 15 such
institutions in our section, so every four years, a group of stu-
dents from each school will go to a national meeting and partici-
pate in the undergraduate program at these meetings. Some
may be presenting posters.

We also hope to keep students involved at the local level. The
Minnesota Section is considering an annual event modeled on
the Grande Expo, where students will be invited to present dis-
plays, possibly related to the annual theme of National
Chemistry Week. As always, students will continue to be wel-
come at our local meetings as well … but we just might liven
them up with some interactive activities that foster those benefi-
cial contacts and networks.

Displays at the Grande Expo
s 1906-1919: World War I and Fundamental Discoveries of

Atomic Structure, Anoka-Ramsey Community College, Coon Rapids, MN

s 1920-1929: Flappers, Gangsters, and Chemicals:
OH MY! Rochester Community and Technical College, MN

s 1930-1939: The Great Depression, Nylon, and
Vitamins, University of Minnesota-Morris, MN

s 1940-1949: World War II and the Manhattan
Project, Concordia University, St. Paul, MN

s 1950-1959: Ayyy…TCG: The Happy Days of
Chemistry in the 1950s, Bethel University, St. Paul, MN

s 1960-1969: The Swinging Sixties: Fast Reactions and
Carbon Dating, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN

s 1970-1979: Egg Yolks, New Old Cars, and Flat Screen TVs,
Minnesota State University, Mankato, MN

s 1980-1989: Reaching the Molecular Level in the ‘80s: PCR,
Scanning Electron Microscopy, and Buckyballs, North Hennepin
Community College, Minneapolis, MN

s 1990-1999: A Changing World: the Media Explosion,
Earth’s Atmosphere, and Beyond, University of
Wisconsin-River Falls

s 2000-2006: On to the Future:
Nanotechnology and Nobel Laureates,
Augsburg College, Minneapolis, MN

LYLE C. HALL is professor emeritus
of chemistry at University of Wisconsin-
River Falls and a senior advisor of the
Minnesota Section. MARILYN D.
DUERST is assistant professor of
chemistry at University of Wisconsin-
River Falls. She serves as the NCW
coordinator, counselor, and past chair

of the Minnesota Section, and recently was appointed to the ACS Committee
on Community Activities.
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OVER THE LAST FOUR YEARS, I HAVE BEEN
closely involved with the growth and development
of our Student Affiliates (SAACS) chapter. When I
came to Truman State University (TSU), our chap-

ter was almost invisible among campus organizations. There
were only five members, and our meetings (which never started
on time) were held in the math/computer science building. The
group’s activities were limited, and generally overshadowed by
those of the chemistry fraternity on campus.

Initial expansion
Joining late in my freshman year, I was surprised to be nomi-

nated secretary for the following year. However, there were so
few people in the organization, it was somewhat expected that
the four officer positions would be filled by those members who
regularly came to meetings. This turned out to be an effective
tactic in building membership, and it soon became an informal
TSU SAACS chapter tradition: anyone who shows up to a
meeting during nominations gets an office. It helps keep mem-
bers active and interested.

We revived weekly guest lectures during my sophomore year;
it was the first semester in a while in which we offered a full
lecture schedule. We also moved our meetings into the science
building, in the very same room where the professional chem-
istry fraternity Alpha Chi Sigma (AXS) held its meeting one
hour later (most members of our SAACS chapter are AXS
members as well).

The organization continued to grow during my junior year. By
then, we had nearly doubled in size and activities. We started
participating in the Chemistry Olympiad, sent several members
to ACS national meetings, and were even asked to organize the
undergraduate program at the 2006 Midwest Regional ACS
Meeting (MWRM).

Grant preparation
While applying for grants as MWRM organizers, we realized

we didn’t have a clue as to how professional meetings are
planned and implemented. Considering that knowledge impor-
tant, chapter historian Sabrina Wells and I registered for the
2005 MWRM meeting. Not having much to do the first night,
we returned to our hotel room to thumb through the program,
looking for presentations on a level that undergraduates could
understand.

It soon became extremely clear that we didn’t quite fit in. We
could understand portions of lectures (keep in mind, we had
only started our third year), but we needed programs and lec-
tures that truly targeted undergraduates. Several good programs
were offered, but the undergraduate attendance was low.

Generating ideas
We left the meeting with a notepad of ideas and a mutual

understanding that undergraduates needed their own turf within
the meeting. We realized that Student Affiliates’ interactions with
graduate schools and professionals formed a key part of the
meeting. At the same time, we needed to lessen the sense of
intimidation that might prevent students from asking questions
at presentations, and also to develop closer connections
between SAACS chapters.

TSU SAACS members came up with some great ideas.
Similar to the “seeking postdoc” stickers which some participants
wear at national meetings, we decided to ask undergraduates to
wear name tags. This way, not only could undergraduates identi-
fy their peers, but professionals could also recognize the aca-
demic level of the researcher with whom they were interacting.

Based on our experience at the 2005 meeting, we knew a
hospitality room would be key. It would be open throughout

Our Path to the 2006
Midwest Regional
Meeting

The TSU outreach program drew a crowd, especially at the ice cream station.
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the meeting, fully stocked with food.
A table of board games would help
students pass the time between ses-
sions and discourage them from
returning to their hotel rooms.

High school outreach
Keeping with ongoing efforts to

promote high school chemistry, we
invited local high schools to a
Thursday morning event. The room
was set up with a giant tie-dye sta-
tion amid a variety of demos and 
history posters. Expecting nearly 
200 students, we asked our school’s
AXS chapter to help with the tie-dye
event. Regularly conducting tie-dyes as fundraisers, they had
plenty of practice! Their experience definitely showed at the
meeting; every student was able to complete a tie-dye project
within several hours.

The history posters covered topics as common as the life and
work of Marie Curie and the details of the Manhattan Project,
to those as unique as the chemistry of matches. Every poster
was manned by a Student Affiliates chapter member prepared
to rope in students (sometimes, but not always necessary) and
answer questions.

Demonstrations were a student favorite — particularly making
ice cream. As you can imagine, this line was by far the longest!

Despite the time and organization required to plan a major
outreach event like this one, it was very well received by the
students and was very much appreciated by the teachers. There
have even been requests to plan a similar event next year.

High-energy programming
We planned several other events for the undergraduates. After

sunset on night one, there was a game of capture the flask
(played like capture the flag, but with plastic glow-in-the-dark
Erlenmeyer flasks). More than 50 students participated, despite
the cold and misty weather.

Thursday afternoon featured a green chemistry talk over a
pizza lunch by Mary Kirchhoff, director of the ACS Education
Division, and a graduate school roundtable. The roundtable was
very informal, allowing students to freely ask questions about
the application process and the graduate schools themselves.

Thursday night, Bassam Shakhashiri of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison presented a free demo show. We were
delighted to see nearly 300 local residents and meeting atten-
dees there to watch!

Coordinated efforts
As the undergraduate program director, I realize how much

our group accomplished and how much effort they put forth.
Each program event had its own director. Behind every director
was a small workforce (or a large one in the instance of the out-
reach event).

Through a coordinated team effort, we were able to run the
complete program with only a few minor glitches. One of these

was not even
noticed. Friday,
as we were pack-
ing easels and
posters into vans,
we realized that
we never sent
judges to the
poster sessions.
We had designed
plaques that were
suddenly without
a home. Fortun-
ately, no one came for the awards ceremony!

Since we were hosting a meeting in another town, we faced
some extra challenges. We drove 90 miles, crossing state lines to
host the programming. Without help from Professor Scott
Luaders and students from Quincy University, we would have
been lost. We had to deliver chemicals to Quincy and use their
labs to make solutions. I definitely recommend hosting the
meeting in your own town, if at all possible, or partnering with a
local chapter!

Continued momentum
When I first joined our Student Affiliates chapter, it had less

than 10 students. A total of 27 students traveled to the regional
meeting to help run programs and there are now nearly 40 stu-
dents (including eight freshmen!) actively participating and
attending weekly meetings. The meeting brought our chapter
together in a way we could not have accomplished otherwise.

When I think back to my freshman year, I realize how much
we have grown. Although it pains me to graduate this year and
leave behind a chapter that I have watched blossom, I am
thrilled to have been a part of the chapter’s growth over the last

four years. I also realize that there is not a bet-
ter group of friends to leave running it. iC

DANIELLE M. STACY is a senior chemistry major at
Truman State University, Kirksville, MO. She was the
undergraduate program director for the 2006 MWRM.

Billy Miller explains how to clean the copper oxide off
pennies with vinegar during the outreach program.

Tie-dyed workers Kate Finnegan, Kyle Denk, Kyle Miller,
and Paul Goodman at the green chemistry lunch.

Eric Steffensmeier and John Mohr make ice cream in
a freezer bag during the outreach program.
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AUTUMN 2006

The World Beyond
Student Affiliates chapters provide a gateway into the professional

community. The valuable skills that students learn will help them
thrive when they leave school behind.

Pam Dopart’s entrée into the professional
world of chemistry began with a simple
step: She wrote a letter.

Yes, she laughs, the old-fashioned kind,
with paper and stamp. Dopart, then the pres-
ident of the Student Affiliates chapter at
James Madison University in Virginia,
wrote to John C. Warner (ACS member since
1983), director of the Center for Green
Chemistry at the University of Massachusetts at Lowell, to see if
he would speak to her chapter and the chemistry department
about green chemistry. By return e-mail, he agreed to come.

“The whole professional courtesy thing — introducing him to
professors, taking him around, taking him to dinner that night —
I had never done anything like that before, and gained a lot of
experience interacting with other professionals in the field,” says
Dopart, who started graduate school at the University of
Michigan in environmental science in the fall of 2006.

It is exactly through that kind of exposure to professional set-
tings that the American Chemical Society’s Student Affiliates pro-
gram offers such an advantage to college students. Student
Affiliates chapters encourage professionalism and introduce under-
graduates to the culture of the scientific community. Within the
context of the program, students hone their organizational, com-
munication, and leadership skills by planning activities, applying

for ACS grants, and writing annual chapter reports that distill their
accomplishments into a few clear and informative pages.

“The process of describing what you want to do, and justify-
ing its importance — that’s something you have to do for almost
any job in science, and that’s true whether it’s academics or
industry,” says Jodi Wesemann (ACS ’87), the assistant director
for higher education at ACS. “One of the other really important
things to career development is sharing what you’ve done.”
Student Affiliates activities allow students to develop those skills.

Barbara Reisner (ACS ’94), a chemistry professor at James
Madison University and former chapter adviser, says Student
Affiliates gain valuable exposure to the professional community
when they attend ACS meetings. “I think that experience for
our Student Affiliates is absolutely eye-opening,” she says. “They
see chemistry as part of a vibrant, larger community than just
the scholarly community that we have at our institution.”

Her students also learn professional skills through community
outreach. The James Madison Student Affiliates chapter works
with local elementary schools by developing activities related to
the Virginia Standards of Learning and then teaching those activ-
ities to students. In doing so, the Student Affiliates must set an
objective and plan carefully to meet their goal — a critical skill
for any scientist or researcher. “They need to figure out what’s
important,” says Reisner, who works closely with the chapter.
“They have to go through and do the design and carry a project
from start to finish.”

The Student Affiliates chapter at the University of
Tennessee at Martin also places a premium on planning and
organization. Students host a mini-meeting on behalf of area

Inquiring minds want to know… What is the ACS Student Affiliates program all about? Who is
involved and what do they do? To share the answers to these and similar questions, each issue of
Chemistry, a magazine now published electronically three times a year by the American Chemical
Society, features a column about SAACS chapters across the country.

This collection of columns highlights the benefits of being involved, along with ways to help
chapters thrive. Insights about recruiting at the start of the year, writing the chapter report at the
end, and activities in between are shared.

The columns below provide just a few snapshots of the many chapters, activities, and benefits. To
keep abreast of the latest SAACS chapter activities and good deeds, be sure to visit 
http://chemistry.org/chemistry and read the most recent issue of Chemistry!

Sharing the
Inside Scoop on 
SAACS Chapters

Pam Dopart

BY RACHEL SMOLKIN
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chapters, and participants present papers before
an audience. Student Affiliates also host a
Science Bowl for area high schools in which
they administer a test prepared by faculty. And
about 10 Student Affiliates attend the ACS
national meetings each year and present posters
detailing their activities.

“It teaches them responsibility,” says S. K. Airee
(ACS ’58), the chapter adviser and a chemistry
professor at the school. “They cannot take these
things lightly.” He says that these activities reinforce
chemistry lessons his students learn in the clasroom and give them
some practical experience as well.

For example, his students sometimes apply for ACS grants,
including the Innovative Activities Grant. They first have to fill out
an application and then must find a way to put their proposals
into action. If their plans fail, the students “learn that the same

objective can be accomplished in different ways,” Airee says.
That’s a valuable lesson because professional scientists

encounter similar challenges every day. When Student Affiliates
become professionals themselves, they’ll already have experi-
ence setting goals, solving problems, and communicating their
findings — all essential ingredients to success in chemistry.

SPRING 2006

Fostering Undergraduate
Research

ACS Student Affiliates chapters on college campuses around the
country play an important role in getting undergraduates interested in
laboratory research.

Rhett Barker’s chemistry research
is the type that any college stu-
dent can appreciate: He and

fellow Student Affiliates at Union
University are testing Starbucks cof-
fee to determine which roast packs
the most caffeine.

The Great Coffee Experiment at
the Jackson, TN, school “provides an
excitement, a point of interest that
makes the study of chemistry rele-
vant,” said Charles Baldwin (ACS ’71),
adviser of the SA chapter. “There’s a
lot more interest in the questions that chemistry can answer as a
result of students carrying out research projects, particularly
research projects of this sort. We tend to think of coffee as
social, but there’s a lot of chemistry there.”

Student Affiliates chapters provide critical support for under-
graduate research, which not only enlivens the study of chem-
istry but also helps students at four-year universities and commu-
nity colleges develop skills they will need in the workplace. “All
the research has shown that when undergraduates are really
involved, and when they are involved in research particularly,
they gain such self-respect and get into the mode of working
with others and independently,” said Etta Gravely (ACS ’81),
chair of the ACS Task Force on Undergraduate Programming for
2006. Gravely, who is also co-adviser of the SA chapter at

North Carolina A&T State University, said research is one
way of involving undergraduates in an activity that allows them
to observe results directly and that teaches skills such as disci-
pline and the ability to work collaboratively.

Fostering Undergraduate Research
The ACS Student Affiliates program supports undergraduate

research in many different ways. Student Affiliates present
research poster sessions at ACS national meetings, giving under-
graduates a chance to interact with chemistry professionals and
receive feedback on their research. The spring meeting usually
draws more than 900 poster presentations, and the Union
University project was among those scheduled for presentation
at the March 2006 meeting in Atlanta, GA.

At the regional level, ACS provides grants to SA chapters to
plan and host undergraduate programming at regional meetings.
The programming almost always includes a session for under-
graduate research presentations. At the local level, chapters get
involved in undergraduate research in lots of ways: coordinating
investigations such as the Starbucks experiment, sponsoring

Student Affiliates chapter members, University of Tennesse at Martin.
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Rhett Barker, president of the
Union University SAACS.

Union University researchers with their collaborators and poster presentation.
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WINTER 2006

And the Winner Is…
Students in SA chapters around the country polish their communica-

tion skills by writing annual reports. ACS uses the reports to make
awards to outstanding chapters.

Student Affiliates performed demonstrations at local science
museums, led hands-on activities at elementary schools, and
hosted a bake sale during National Chemistry Week —

complete with a periodic table of cookies and cupcakes.
Those were just a few of the

activities performed by Student
Affiliates chapters during the
2004–2005 academic year and
described in annual reports. On
the basis of those reports, the
American Chemical Society’s
Committee on Education select-
ed 32 “outstanding,” 62 “com-
mendable,” and 82 “honorable
mention” chapters that will 
receive plaques during the 231st
ACS National Meeting in Atlanta on March 26, 2006.

For a complete list of chapters receiving honors, see 
chemistry.org/education/saprogram.html.

Chapters are required to submit a report at least once every
three years to maintain active status. Those just interested in
keeping that status only need to fill out information sheets and a
table listing the Student Affiliates. But those hoping for an award
must complete the entire form.

Writing Those Reports
It takes work, but writing the reports helps future chemists

hone skills. “Student Affiliates are learning how to prepare
reports that highlight their activity and how to follow report
guidelines” — important abilities when applying for jobs or
grants, said LaTrease Garrison (ACS ’98), senior education pro-
gram manager at ACS.

Tracey Willis, a reviewer and the chapter adviser at Texas
Southern University in Houston, said writing the annual
report “stressed to the students the importance of being organ-
ized and maintaining adequate records.” The TSU chapter,
revived after several years of dormancy, celebrated a full year
of activities in May.

TSU’s report described
activities such as celebrating
National Chemistry Week for
the first time and participat-
ing in an on-campus health
and wellness fair by offering
information about the impor-
tance of chemistry in biologi-
cal systems. The chapter also
held professional develop-
ment workshops on topics
such as “Finding an
Internship” and “How to
Prepare an Outstanding
Resume.” TSU was selected
as a commendable chapter.

Fourteen reviewers — all faculty advisers to SA chapters — met
in Washington for three days in July to comb through the
reports, each of which already had been read by a reviewer
from outside ACS. The Washington group split into two-person
teams to read and discuss the entries and compare their conclu-
sions with those of the original reviewers.

The most common disputes arose over how activities should
be counted or how much time those activities consumed, says
Michael B. McGinnis (ACS ’91), one of the reviewers and chap-
ter adviser at Georgia College & State University, which
received an honorable mention award. The impact and scope of
the activity also are typical topics of debate.

Adding Up Achievements
Reviewers check that activities are not double counted in mul-

tiple categories, factor in the size of the school when evaluating
student participation, and consider how much dedication activi-
ties required. Two students setting up a booth at a mall for half
an hour would not merit as much recognition as a club that
brings 15 people to a mall for half a day or more to lead activi-
ties and perform demonstrations, McGinnis says.

McGinnis added that writing the reports not only sharpens
record-keeping skills, but also teaches students to delegate:
Student Affiliate presidents must tap other members to get the
job done. And the reports give students a chance to reflect on
their success. He continued, “When they start putting it on
paper, they realize truly how much they have done over the
entire year.”

Tracey Willis, faculty adviser at Texas
Southern University.

The impact
and scope of

the activity are
typical topics

of debate.

poster sessions and oral presentations, hosting research nights at
which faculty members can present projects they’d like students
to pursue, and fund-raising to send Student Affiliates to regional
and national meetings.

Starbucks Research
Barker, a junior and president of his SA chapter, says the

Starbucks research project has taught him how a group can
come together to accomplish a goal. The manager at their local
Starbucks has enthusiastically supported their research, donating
a French press and offering an hour-long tutorial on how to
make coffee the Starbucks way. Some of the early test results
surprised Barker. He had expected bold blends, which are roast-
ed longer, to have less caffeine. But preliminary research
debunked that expectation. “The most interesting thing chemi-
cally is that the caffeine content doesn’t depend on the type of
roast,” he said. The early caffeine winner: Guatemala Antigua.
Like any good scientist, Barker already was planning the next
phase of his experiment. “We’re hoping to spread out and even
go into the flavoring agents of coffee besides caffeine.”
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AUTUMN 2005

Secrets for Sustaining
SA Chapters

Starting a new SA chapter, or reactivating a chapter that has been
dormant for years, is only the first step. Often more difficult is the task
of nurturing the student interest, excitement, and commitment needed
to sustain a chapter and make it flourish.

When David Weiss (ACS ’92) joined the chemistry faculty
at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
in the fall of 2001, he found a near-dormant Student

Affiliates (SA) chapter.
Weiss, then 31, wanted to energize his department and con-

veyed that enthusiasm to his students. The following year, sever-
al students asked him to help revitalize their chapter. “As a new
professor, the students could see I was sort of motivated to get
to know them,” Weiss said. “They wanted to have more of an
interaction with faculty.”

Weiss used the SA chapter to fill that need, working with stu-
dent leaders such as chapter president Chris Anderton to rekin-
dle enthusiasm for chapter activities. They’ve organized pizza
parties and trips to national meetings of the American Chemical
Society. They’ve held “Cool Science” events where they per-
formed chemistry magic shows for elementary school students.

Their hard work reaped rewards: During the 2003–2004
school year, enrollment at the chapter jumped from 22 to 41
Student Affiliates.

Mobilizing Commitment
Sometimes starting or reactivating an SA chapter is the easy

part. Much harder, faculty advisers say, is nurturing enough stu-
dent interest and commitment to maintain a successful chapter
over time. But with commitment, patience, and a few innovative
recruiting techniques, fledgling SA chapters can flourish.

“When students really realize what it takes to run an organiza-
tion, they can get overwhelmed,” said Tracey Willis, the SA adviser
at Texas Southern University, which reactivated its chapter dur-
ing the 2003–2004 school year. “You might have to kind of work
with them to pull that leadership ability out of them.”

Last year, Texas Southern and its Student Affiliates participat-
ed in National Chemistry Week for the first time, hosting a
Health and Wellness Fair and using vitamins to show connec-
tions between chemistry and health. When students “actually see
the activities occurring, you increase [membership] that way,”
Willis said.

The chemistry department paid for chemistry majors’ mem-
bership the year the chapter restarted. Membership has dropped
somewhat now that students have to come up with $25 on
their own, but Willis draws new recruits by spearheading a
membership drive at the start of each semester.

Willis and SA leaders talk to chemistry classes, particularly tar-
geting freshmen who’ll be able to contribute for years. She gets
other faculty members involved with chapter activities and seeks
collaborative opportunities with other campus organizations.

Fostering a Sense of Belonging
At the University of Colorado, Weiss and his SA officers also

recruit new members from chemistry classes, announcing chap-
ter events and performing demos for their peers. “Student reten-
tion is really linked to students feeling part of the department,”
Weiss said. To foster that sense of belonging, the SA chapter
sponsors a departmental barbecue at the end of each year
where students can make friends, interact with faculty — and
maybe find a new hobby by joining the chapter.

“If you give students a lot of volunteer opportunities, I think
that helps,” Anderton said. The senior said the “Cool Science”
programs are particularly popular.

Ping Furlan (ACS ’98), chapter adviser at the University of
Pittsburgh at Titusville, agrees that programming is very
important in maintaining chapter momentum. Her students start-
ed their award-winning chapter six years ago and offer a variety
of educational programs, including a chemistry study hall to aid
students needing extra help and a chemistry “show-and-tell” at
chapter meetings where members perform experiments for their
peers.

“It increased the attendance at meetings, and they feel very
proud about it after they’ve done them,” Furlan said.

Anderton also works to increase meeting attendance. He tries
to schedule meetings so they don’t conflict with classes and
noted, “It doesn’t hurt that we have food.”

He recommends that student leaders make their chapters visi-
ble on campus but warns that they shouldn’t get discouraged if a
particular activity doesn’t draw a big crowd. “As a whole, I would
say this chapter is very successful,” he said. “But on each individual
event, we might get just 20 to 30 members helping out.”

Advisers, too, should try to stay positive despite setbacks,
according to Texas Southern’s Willis. “Expect mountains, though
you may get hills,” she said. “For a reactivated chapter, seeing a
hill is an improvement versus seeing nothing at all.”

RACHEL SMOLKIN is a freelance writer in Washington, DC.

iC

Faculty adviser David Weiss (ACS ‘92) meets with SA President Christopher
Anderton about their research before an SA meeting.
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FOR YEARS, I HAVE WONDERED
what made Dr. Percy Julian so special.
When I received the Percy Julian Award
from the National Organization for the
Professional Advancement of Black
Chemists and Chemical Engineers
(NOBCChE) in 1995, the organization’s
highest award for research, I began to
learn more about this man. When you
read biographies about him, you marvel
at his contributions to chemistry. When
asked to speak at the Committee on
Minority Affairs luncheon honoring his
legacy, I once again asked myself, what is
so special about him? I wanted to look at
him differently and see him within a his-
torical context. So, my next question
was, “Who were the African-American
chemists before Percy Julian who
achieved a similar chemistry legacy?”

Breaking new ground
Before Julian, there was George

Washington Carver, an agricultural
chemist. He was the first African
American to enroll at what is now
Iowa State University, where he
earned both bachelor’s and
master’s degrees. He is best
known for his research in
converting plant products,
notably peanuts, into vari-
ous consumer products.
Carver also developed a
crop rotation system that
helped revitalize nutrients in
soil, a revolutionary approach
that is still used today.

Even more impressive, Carver
achieved all this without a Ph.D.

The first such chemsitry degree awarded
in the United States to an African
American was to Saint Elmo Brady in
1916 at the University of Illinois. The sec-
ond was awarded to Edward Chandler in
1917 at the same institution.

There would be a 14-year gap before
the next African American would earn
a Ph.D., when Julian obtained his Ph.D.
from the University of Vienna in 1931.
In the 1940s, eight Ph.D.’s were award-
ed, including one to Henry Hill, the
first African American to become presi-
dent of the American Chemical
Society, and one to Marie M. Daly, the
first African-American woman to
achieve the distinction.

To truly appreciate the achieve-
ments of Julian and his fellow

African-American chemists,
we have to view them in
context. For example,
they all earned their
degrees during a period
when Jim Crow laws
were still in existence
and lynching of African
Americans was prevalent.

There was also a fairly
common view during these

LOOKING TO HISTORY FOR INSPIRATION:
THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF

BY JOSEPH S. FRANCISCO

EDITOR’S NOTE: At some point, someone will ask why you study chemistry. The ultimate
answer, if you dig deep enough, is likely to be a person — someone who inspired you to pursue
an interest in science. We have much to learn from such people and their stories, whether recent
or years ago. The lessons can prevent us from learning the hard way and also encourage us
when the going gets tough.

The recently released NOVA documentary, “Forgotten Genius,” presents the compelling story
of chemist Percy L. Julian, the first African-American chemist to be elected to the National
Academy of Sciences. At the 232nd ACS national meeting, the Committee on Minority Affairs
(CMA) held a series of events in anticipation of the film. During the CMA luncheon, Joseph S.
Francisco reflected on the insights he has gained from learning about this pioneer. The following
article is based on his presentation, “The Achievements of Percy L. Julian: Setting the Standard
of Excellence for Generations of African-American Chemists.”

Percy L. JulianPercy L. Julian

Julian in the laboratory (date unknown).PH
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times that African Americans could not
do credible scientific work. Employment
opportunities for African American
chemists were mostly restricted to low-
paying teaching positions at segregated
institutions lacking research equipment
and library resources to support research.

Given these odds, the achievements of
these early pioneers, however small, were
significant in opening the doors for others.

Having passion 
and persistence

Among the African American chemists
who preceded Julian, the one who stands
out is Carver. When I look for common-
alities between these two giants, I see
two: passion for research and persistence.
Carver did not let the lack of a Ph.D.
prevent him from engaging in research;
nor did Julian let his inability to obtain a
position at a research institution prevent
him from the same pursuit.

There is also a significant difference
between the two. Historians have been
unable to document that Carver ever
published. Julian, on the other hand, pub-
lished his research findings in the Journal
of the American Chemical Society (JACS)
and patented his work. The fact that
many of Julian’s papers are still being
cited in 2006 is remarkable, considering
the average lifetime of a published paper
in JACS is 10 years.

Julian set a standard of excellence for
generations to come by publishing in the
premier chemistry journals of his day.
This may sound simple, but was not — as
anyone who has tried to publish a paper
in JACS can tell you. How have the gen-
erations after Julian compared? I looked
at the African Americans awarded
Ph.D.’s in the following decades, and
searched for total articles and articles
published in JACS. I found that it has
taken nearly four generations for African-
American chemists to reach the standard
of excellence in scholarship set by Julian.

Imagine if Julian were alive today, and
researching at one of the top five chem-
istry departments. He would probably
have a research group of 15 students,
and all the resources we take for granted.
What would his production look like?
Over his research active career of 30
years, the bar would be 450 papers.

Of the present-day African American
chemists in major research chemistry
departments whom the Journal of Blacks
in Higher Education viewed as having an
impact (see “Leading the Way”), only a
few come close to the bar that Julian has
set. Isiah Warner and William Jackson are
also among those reaching the standard.

Looking ahead, there is a new genera-
tion of African American chemists, with
new opportunities and challenges. Will
there be chemists in this new generation
who will reach or surpass Julian’s stan-
dard? He encouraged it while comment-
ing on a tribute made to him in 1972:

“My dear friends, may I humbly submit
to you, the only thing that has enabled
me to keep doing the creative work was
the constant determination: Take heart!
Go farther on!”

It is important for the new generation
to “go farther on” — even while knowing
that the science you do may be unvalued
or marginalized. Go farther on … even
when it is difficult to get bright students
in your lab, or when your grant request
has been denied funding. Many of these
challenges are not much different from
those encountered by Julian.
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Julian talks with students at Minshall Laboratory
in 1970.

In 2001, the Journal of Blacks in Higher Education list of African American
full-time faculty in the nation’s 50 largest university chemistry departments

included a dozen frequently-cited chemists.

Delroy A. Baugh, University of California at Los Angeles; research focus: 
producing beams of molecules in pure quantum states

Xavier Creary, University of Notre Dame; research focus: reactions that pro-
ceed via carbocations, carbenes, free radicals, radical anions, and radical cations

Larry Dalton, University of Washington; research focus: material science of
molecular photonics and field-responsive polymers

Donald J. Darensbourg, Texas A&M; research focus: organometallic 
chemistry of carbon dioxide

Billy Joe Evans, University of Michigan; research focus: material chemistry 
of electronic and magnetic materials

Joseph S. Francisco, Purdue University; research focus: spectroscopy, kinetics,
and photochemistry of novel transient species in the gas phase

Fillmore Freeman, University of California at Irvine; research focus: 
mechanism and kinetics of transition metals’ oxidation

Gene S. Hall, Rutgers University; research focus: identification and quantifica-
tion of binding proteins in human tissue

William A. Lester, University of California at Berkeley; research focus: 
theoretical study of electronic structure of molecules

Gregory H. Robinson, University of Georgia; research focus: organometallic
chemistry of main group elements to develop synthetic compounds of inorganic
electronic materials

Joseph W. Watson, University of California at San Diego; vice chancellor 
for student affairs

Vaneica Y. Young, University of Florida; research focus: theoretical and exper-
imental electronic structure of heterogeneous catalyst and polymeric materials

LEADING THE WAY
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Today marks a major historical event.
We are here, as chemists, to pay tribute
to Julian for his many contributions and
stature as an outstanding chemist, educa-
tor, entrepreneur, and humanist.

Rising above expectations
I started by asking, “Why is Percy Julian

special?” One key part of the answer is
that he did not let barriers deter him from
his passion; he found a way.

Julian’s career path was not one of
ease but one of challenge; yet his passion
for chemistry and research, his persist-
ence, and spirit of independence allowed
him to overcome the odds, to rise above
expectations and limitations set by others

for him. He in turn set
a standard of excel-
lence for generations
of chemists, and espe-
cially African-
American chemists.

Theodore Roosevelt
once said, “Never
throughout history has
a man who lived a life
of ease left a name
worth remembering.”

Dr. Percy Julian has left a lasting legacy
to the field of chemistry, but he has also
left us with a challenge, and particularly
for our new generation of African
American chemists, to “go farther on.”

Acknowledgement
I need to thank my students Alan

Kennedy, Karinna Campbell, and Jamile
Green for their valuable help and
research in pulling together the history of
African American chemists.

For more about Percy Julian, visit the
NOVA/PBS website:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/julian/

JOSEPH S. FRANCISCO is
William E. Moore Distinguished
Professor of Earth and
Atmospheric Science and
Chemistry at Purdue University
and the president of NOBCChE.
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African Americans in Science, Math and Invention
This volume in the A to Z of African Americans Set, appro-

priate for high school and undergraduate students, has 160
entries. Each provides a biographical profile, surveying signifi-
cant events in that person’s life, along with a reading list.
http://www.factsonfile.com/

Beyond Small Numbers: Voices of African
American Ph.D. Chemists

This volume in the Diversity in Higher Education Series
examines the factors affecting the careers of African American
Ph.D. chemists, sharing insights from a series of interviews.
(Willie Pearson, Jr., Elsevier: Amsterdam, 2005)

Biographical Snapshots of Famous Women and
Minority Chemists

This Only@JCE Online column provides information about
chemists who have made important contributions to chem-
istry. A short biography of each chemist provides basic infor-
mation about the person’s chemical work, gender, ethnicity,
and cultural background.
http://jchemed.chem.wisc.edu/JCEWWW/Features/
eChemists/index.html

Distinguished African American Scientists of the
20th Century

Written for middle and high school students, this book con-
tains biographies of 100 African Americans from all fields of
science, medicine, and mathematics.
(James H. Kessler, J. S. Kidd, Renee A. Kidd and Katherine A.
Morin, Oryx Press: Phoenix, 1996.)

SACNAS Biography Poject
The Society for Advancement of Chicanos and Native

Americans in Science designed a collection of biographies as a
resource for K-12 educators. Profiles of scientists, mathemati-
cians and engineers have been written at the middle school
and high school levels and are organized by scientist’s last
name, by scientific subject/discipline, by grade level, and by
women scientists.
http://www2.sacnas.org/biography/default.asp

Successful Women in Chemistry: Corporate
America’s Contribution to Science

This book describes successful women in mid- to upper-
level positions within the chemical industry who are relatively
unknown on a national level.
http://membership.acs.org/W/WCC/gvr.51705.
womeninchemistry.pdf

Women’s Adventures in Science
This set of books for middle-school girls tells the stories 

of 10 contemporary women scientists and their fascinating
careers.
www.iwaswondering.org

Working Chemists with Disabilities: Expanding
Opportunities in Science

This book profiles 17 chemists with disabilities.
http://membership.acs.org/C/CWD/workchem/start.htm

OTHER SOURCES OF INSPIRATION
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ANT TO KNOW MORE
about different career areas?
Looking for those that are the
best fit for you? Need to
make yourself more appealing
to potential employers?

As a member of the Student Affiliates
network, you’re already moving in the
right direction. Whether your career path
is mapped out or you are still exploring
options, ACS offers services and
resources that can help you prepare and
succeed at your job search.

Get guidance and
support … online

One of the best places to start prepar-
ing for your job search is to visit
www.chemjobs.org. Once registered with
Chemjobs, ACS members and Student
Affiliates have access to a
wealth of resources and tips
for researching careers,
preparing résumés, inter-
viewing, and more.

Be sure to take advantage of the
online ACS Career Consultant Program,
recommends David Harwell, assistant
director at the ACS Department of
Career Management and Development.
As part of this free service, your résumé
will be reviewed by an experienced
chemical professional to ensure that it is
well-organized and highlights your most
important skills. During your online dis-
cussion, you can explore career strategies
and ask about questions that interviewers
are likely to ask you.

You can also virtually attend one or
more online ACS career workshops

(click on “Online Career Center,” and
then click on “Career Workshops”).
Topics include preparing résumés, inter-
viewing skills, and job search strategies.
Recordings of workshops presented at
recent ACS national meetings are also
available on the site.

Tap into national
meetings

ACS also offers a venue for career-
building at every national meeting: a
career center called the Chemjobs
Career Fair. At a typical meeting, more
than 1,000 ACS members and Student
Affiliates attend, hoping to be among
those interviewed by recruiters from
industry, government, and academe at
the Employment Center. Getting those
interviews — and the subsequent onsite
employment interviews that can lead to

job offers — requires
more than luck and
brilliance. Savvy can-
didates will tap into
the other available
career services prior
to interviewing.

All of the
resources at the
Chemjobs Career
Fair — workshops,
mock interviews,
résumé reviews, and
the Employment
Center — are only

available only to ACS members and
Student Affiliates. If you are just getting
your job hunt organized, it is probably
easier to schedule your résumé review
and mock interview later in the meeting,
when the rush to use these services has
tapered off. Appointments for workshops
are not required. If you have not regis-
tered on the Chemjobs website and
scheduled activities prior to the meeting,
be sure to bring your Student Affiliates
number with you.

Workshops
Workshops on a variety of job-hunting

topics offer useful advice on analyzing
the job market to learn the best employ-
ment opportunities for you, writing your
résumé, interviewing, and other subjects.
The workshop schedule is posted on the
Chemjobs Career Fair portion of the
national meeting website, published in
Chemical & Engineering News several
weeks before the meeting, and included
in the final meeting program.

BY JOHN K. BORCHARDT

Job Search
Smart Start

W

Getting Your

Off to a
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Mock interviews
You can also sign up for video-record-

ed mock interviews at the meeting.
These helpful sessions are conducted by
ACS career consultants who often have
interviewed dozens of candidates for
real-life job openings. While the mock
interview is a somewhat artificial experi-
ence, you’ll encounter many of the ques-
tions asked in “real” employment inter-
views. Then you and the interviewer will
review a video recording of the interview
to identify what you did well and areas
where you could improve.

Résumé reviews
ACS career consultants also review

résumés at the Chemjobs Career Fair. If
you’ve already had your résumé
reviewed online, you can discuss
“advanced” topics, such as preparing a
résumé targeted to a specific industry or
even a particular company. You can also
learn more about which types of
employers might be most interested in
your skills or pursuing nontraditional
chemistry careers, and discuss the pros
and cons of going to work immediately
or attending graduate school.

Employment Center
Scheduling interviews at the

Employment Center requires a bit more
advance planning (see “Before Packing
Your Interview Outfit...”). If you are inter-
viewing with prospective employers, the
most effective strategy is to first schedule
your interviews, and then any other
activities in which you’re interested.

If you haven’t participated in a résumé
review, mock interview session, or work-
shops at a previous meeting, try to do so
prior to your interviews. That way, you’ll
be able to capitalize on what you learn.
In fact, if you bring a notebook comput-
er with you, you can immediately revise
your résumé to make changes suggested
by résumé reviewers. If you can’t fit in
any extra activities before your inter-
views, you can hold practice interviews
with fellow students or faculty playing
the role of potential employer (video
recording them if possible) and tap into
the online resources mentioned earlier.
(For more on interviewing, see “Job
Interviewing Pitfalls: Six Ways to Avoid
Them” in the February/March 2006
issue of in Chemistry.)

While most recruiters make their 
interview appointments before the meet-

ing starts, some will
make additional appoint-
ments during the meet-
ing. So check the
Chemjobs Career Fair
website during the meet-
ing, just in case. Work-
stations are set up to
help you do this.

Be sure to learn about
the employers who
schedule interviews with
you. Asking insightful
questions about the
employer or job opening
makes a good impres-
sion on recruiters. If you
attend a presentation
given by a researcher for
the company, for exam-
ple, you might ask about
the business or employ-
ment implications of the
presentation.

Invest in yourself!
It is not always easy to find the time

and money to attend a national meeting,
especially when you are looking for a
job. With some careful preparation, how-
ever, you can make it a worthwhile
investment. At the least, your résumé
review, mock interview, and what you
learned by attending workshops will help
you in your future job hunting. At most,
your interviews at the Chemjobs Career
Fair will lead to onsite interviews and job
offers. It’s a win-win situation!

Tips for Employment
Center Interviews

sKeep track of your interview appoint-
ments — at every meeting there are
job seekers who forget their appoint-
ments. Check your messages at least
once every morning and afternoon so
that you don’t miss a late request for
an interview.

sRemember to dress for Employment
Center interviews as you would for
onsite employment interviews. Even if
you are in a balmy location and other
meeting attendees are wearing flip-
flops and shorts, you should not.

sBe on time! If you are late, you not
only create a bad impression, but you
also have less time to discuss your
skills and qualifications. Mock inter-
views, résumé reviews, and career dis-
cussion appointments are often diffi-
cult to reschedule, so be on time for
these as well.

sBring copies of your résumé and other
documents, such as reprints of your
published research papers or sum-
maries of your research.

sGet your interviewers’ business cards.
After the meeting, send them each a
brief e-mail thanking them for their
time, reiterating your strongest qualifi-
cations, and following up on any ques-
tions to which you feel you gave weak
answers.

JOHN K. BORCHARDT is an
ACS career consultant and has
used the Chemjobs Career Fair
as a job seeker and a recruiter.
He also presents workshops
and conducts résumé reviews
and mock interviews.

Before Packing Your
Interview Outfit …

sTo interview at the Employment Center, you
must be an ACS member or Student Affiliate. 
If you’re not, start the application process early,
since it may take up to four weeks for your
membership to be activated.

sThe next steps are to visit www.chemjobs.org,
provide some information about yourself, place
your résumé on file, and indicate that you will
be attending the ACS national meeting. If you
don’t register in this way, you can’t be chosen
for an interview at the Employment Center.

sNow you can search posted jobs by field,
degree, or employer … and also request inter-
views. Additional employers are continually reg-
istering before the meeting, so ACS’ David
Harwell advises to “come early, come often” to
the website. There you can also maintain a per-
sonal calendar and track your scheduled inter-
views.

iC
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COMING FROM A
small town, I never
cease to be amazed
at the diversity of

things to see and do in a
large city. No place could
have been better than San
Francisco as a backdrop for
the fall 2006 232nd
National Meeting of the
ACS — a city where one
could be immersed in anoth-
er culture during a walk
through Chinatown … or
ride a cable car over the
city’s rolling hills. The historic
waterfront of Fisherman’s
Wharf offered magnificent
views of the Golden Gate
Bridge, the bay itself, and the
towering buildings of the
city. This year’s undergradu-
ate program, hosted at the
Palace Hotel, was similarly
full of amazing things to see
and do, from the small scale
of nanoscience to the large
scale of the environment,

with opportunities for fun
and professional develop-
ment in between.

Starting with 
outreach

The program started off by
highlighting award-winning
outreach programs such as
National Chemistry Week
and Chemists Celebrate
Earth Day. Attendees were
offered suggestions for ways
their Student Affiliates chap-
ters could easily celebrate
such programs with events in
their own schools.

Next up was the Nano-
technology Symposium,
which featured the implica-
tions of nanotechnology and
its possible environmental
effects. Khalid Salaita of
University of California,
Berkeley spoke of his devel-
opment of scanning-probe-
based lithographic strategies
for generating massive arrays

of nanostructures on metallic
and semiconducting surfaces.
Phillip Britt of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory highlight-
ed nanoscience research at
the Center for Nanophase
Materials Sciences, while Vicki
Colvin of Rice University
addressed the impact of engi-
neered nanomaterials on the
environment.

Preparing for
the future

Bill Carroll, past president
of ACS, joined with Carolyn
and Al Ribes of the Dow
Chemical Company to com-

ment on the current and
future roles of chemists in the
workforce during a workshop
entitled, “Preparing Chemists
and Chemical Engineers for a
Globally Oriented
Workforce.” After a discus-
sion of the skills needed to
compete in a globally orient-
ed workforce, participants
were invited to take part in
the interactive “Global
Diversity Game” to explore
diversity issues within and
outside the workplace. The
game offered participants the
opportunity to come away
with thought-provoking ques-
tions and conversation topics.

Science – 
A San Francisco Treat!
BY ALISON L. MCKAY

Science – 
A San Francisco Treat!
BY ALISON L. MCKAY
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It was incredible to hear the 
personal experiences of these 

scientists and the many 
challenges they had to face.
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Students foreseeing gradu-
ate school in their near
future were invited to partici-
pate in the “Graduate School
Reality Check,” presented by
a panel of graduate students,
faculty, and university
recruiters. Students learned
the basics about how to
apply, prepare for, and suc-
ceed in graduate school. The
session concluded with a
question-and-answer session
to allow students to inquire
about the “nuts and bolts” of
graduate school. In addition,
prospective graduate students
had the opportunity to visit
with recruiters from more
than 30 universities during
an ice cream social and a
graduate school recruiting
breakfast.

Sharing science
Gold nanoparticles, fer-

rofluids, memory metals, and
LED technology headlined
the nanotechnology work-
shop led by Sharyl Majorski
of Central Michigan
University. She did a great
job of setting up the work-
shop in a highly interactive
way, with multiple stations at
which participants could
actually create gold nanopar-

ticles and ferrofluids. To
make sure the ‘nano world’
discovered in San Francisco
would not be soon forgotten,
each Student Affiliates chap-
ter even received an
“Exploring the Nanoworld”
kit to implement as part of
their clubs’ outreach activi-
ties. I personally had a blast
experimenting with the
memory metals and, as a stu-
dent volunteer, assisting with
the demonstrations!

The next day began with
the “Environmental Impact
of Natural Disasters
Symposium,” at which atten-
dees learned about the role
of chemistry in the aftermath
of a natural disaster. Lynda
Deschambault and Mary
Aycock, both of the U.S.

Environmental Protection
Agency, addressed the envi-
ronmental impacts of
Hurricane Rita on human
health and the environment
in Louisiana. Steven M.
Presley of Texas Tech
University presented a talk
on assessing the environmen-
tal impact in New Orleans
caused by Hurricane Katrina.
It was incredible to hear the
personal experiences of these

scientists and the many chal-
lenges they had to face. They
shared lots of pictures and
stories that not only gave the
audience a daunting sense of
the storms’ devastation, but
also conveyed the positive
work that chemists can do to
help restore the environment.

Next, it was time for the
Eminent Scientist Lecture and
Luncheon, and I was getting
more and more thrilled and
nervous by the second! Why?
Well, it’s not every day that
you are asked to introduce a
Nobel Laureate … and that
was going to be my job in
just a few minutes! It was a
great pleasure to meet and
introduce Robert Grubbs of
the California Institute of
Technology, who spoke about
his work on olefin metathesis.
Entitled, “Drugs, Bugs, and
Bats: You Never Know Where
Fundamental Research Will
Take You,” his talk was both
entertaining and full of amaz-
ing chemistry.

Presenting 
accomplishments

To round out the final day
of the undergraduate pro-
gram, students were given
the opportunity to shine as
they presented posters on
research projects in a variety
of areas in chemistry at the
Undergraduate Research
Poster Session. The evening
concluded with the Sci-Mix
Poster Session, which fea-
tured posters representing
various ACS divisions, as
well as the activities of suc-
cessful SAACS chapters.

This was my first time
attending an ACS national
meeting, and one of my
most enjoyable experiences
at the meeting was being
able to meet students from
across the country with a
common interest in chem-
istry. The educational, yet
fun-filled undergraduate pro-
gram at the 232nd ACS
National Meeting was a blast
in the Bay Area!

ALISON L. MCKAY is a member of the Student
Affiliates chapter at Eastern Oregon University, La Grande.

After the Eminent Scientist Lecture, Robert Grubbs poses with the
University of Toledo SAACS chapter.

Participants in the Nanotechnology Workshop share the results of their
experiments.
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8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Undergraduate Hospitality Center

9:00 – 10:30 a.m.
Successful Activities of Student
Affiliates Chapters

9:00 – 10:30 a.m.
Alternative Careers in Chemistry
Workshop

10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Polymer Science Symposium

1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Getting the Most Out of Your
Undergraduate Research
Experiences

3:00 – 5:00 p.m.
Kids & Chemistry Workshop

3:00 – 4:30 p.m.
Graduate School Reality Check

4:30 – 5:30 p.m.
Graduate School Recruiting Ice
Cream Social

MONDAY, AUGUST 20, 2007
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Undergraduate Hospitality Center

8:30 – 10:00 a.m.
Graduate School Recruiting
Breakfast

10:00 a.m. – noon
Green Chemistry Symposium

12:30 – 1:45 p.m.
Eminent Scientist Lecture Featuring 
Robert W. Lenz
“Bacterial Polyesters: Biosynthesis,
Biodegradable Plastics and
Biotechnology”

2:30 – 4:30 p.m.
Undergraduate Research Poster
Session

8:00 – 10:00 p.m.
Sci-Mix/Successful Student Affiliates
Chapter Posters

Undergraduate Program
234th ACS National Meeting
Boston, MA
August 19-23, 2007

The Society Committee on Education’s Task Force on
Undergraduate Programming would like to invite you to
join us for the 234th ACS national meeting in Boston,
MA. As you can see below, we have put together a ter-
rific program to help you prepare for your career in the
chemical sciences.

The program will be exciting, as chemists working on
various studies relating to polymeric materials and green
chemistry share their frontier research work with us and
show how these studies positively impact our everyday
lives. In addition to presenting your own research results,
you will be given an opportunity to interact with a group
of experts offering NSF-supported research experiences
for undergraduates, gain tips and insights on doing
research and publishing your results, and learn about
various overseas research opportunities. You will also

have opportunities to meet with prominent scientists
including Robert Lenz and James McGrath, learn about
the successful activities conducted by award-winning
Student Affiliates chapters, and participate in career
workshop and graduate school events. I know that you
will enjoy this learning experience, and look forward to
seeing you in Boston!

Sincerely,

Ping Y. Furlan
2007 Boston Program Chair
Task Force on Undergraduate Programming
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Program format and times are subject to change. Please consult the final program.
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62nd Northwest Regional Meeting
June 17–20
Boise, ID
http://northwestchemistry.org/Norm_2007/index.htm

An undergraduate program will be hosted by the Eastern
Oregon University Student Affiliates Chapter.

MONDAY, JUNE 18
11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Women in Chemistry Luncheon

A chance to network with active chemists, including ACS
President Katie Hunt and Women Chemists Committee
National Chair Amber Hinkle from Bayer Corporation.

2:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Undergraduate Poster Session

Undergraduates will have the opportunity to present their
current research and interact with representatives from
both the American Chemical Society and the Pacific
Division of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

4:30 – 5:30 p.m.
Social Event: “Liquid Nitrogen” Ice Cream Social

Make your own ice cream and join Student Affiliates from
Albertson College and Eastern Oregon University for an
hour of fun activities.

TUESDAY, JUNE 19
8:00 – 10:00 a.m.
Graduate School Recruiting Breakfast

Participants will have the opportunity to talk with graduate
school recruiters and enjoy breakfast.

10:00 a.m. – noon
Micron Plant Tour

A special tour specifically for undergraduates at the local
Micron manufacturing facility (pre-registration required).

Noon – 1:30 p.m.
Eminent Scientist Lecture/Luncheon featuring 
Katie Hunt

ACS President Katie Hunt will speak about Careers in
Chemistry: Education, Collaboration, Innovation.

2:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Chem Demo Exchange

Chemical demonstrations and hands-on activities for 
K-12 students.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20
8:00 – 10:00 a.m.
Alternative Careers in Chemistry/Breakfast

A panel consisting of professionals in diverse careers
involving the chemical sciences will share their experiences
and provide insights on their own career choices.

8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Professional Analytical Chemists in Industry Workshop
(sponsored by Proctor & Gamble)

This workshop, lead by Proctor & Gamble scientists, is
designed to educate undergraduate students about careers
as analytical chemists in industry. Students will learn about
different roles of the industrial analytical chemist, such as
consultant, methods developer, and problem solver. The
workshop focuses extensively on the latter role, utilizing
real problems solved at P&G.

Please consult the final program for any changes.

2007 ACS
Regional Meetings

Undergraduate programming 
will also be held at the following 

fall meetings…

41st Western Regional Meeting
October 10–13
San Diego, CA
http://www.wrmacs.org

59th Southeastern Regional Meeting
October 24–27
Greenville, SC
http://www.sermacs2007.org




